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REGINALD HERBOLD GREEN

The Politics of Socio-Economic Bankruptcy Part 2

THE OFFICIAL RESPONSE TO THE MOUNTING economic problems
and political discontent in "Nigeria shows litUe evidence. of any
intention of instituting far-reaching reforms. There' is not even a
long-term policy for shoring up and consolidating the po~ititln of
the political elite. The "rededication budget" of 1965 notably
fails to. tackle the question of income redistribution. .It is likely to
bear ~mps.t.heavi~y"on the .low-income urban groups and it provides
neither ~ufficiei1t -additional revenue nor 'adequa'te import deterrents
to encourage the new Plan.

The recent inquiry into the " disturbances" in the Tiv areas
(where a refusal to accept loca.! government auth()rities ..had .led to
de facto self I11le) concluded that the Tiv would reject and resist
any solutions imposed 'by force. They might, however, be persuaded'
by logical arguments to accept proposals that were in 'their own
interest. The inquiry recommended that the local authorities' be
recreated with some minor faceliftings. It also recommended a ban
on partisan political activity, presumably becau~e the rational argu
ments of the United Middle Belt Congress has consistently .won
the support of over 90% of the Tiv. .,

The 1964 Progress Report on the Development Plan displays a
basic dichotomy. Possibly this represents the civil' servant's
o\\"n analysis or their instructions to report "success ". On almost
every major aspect, from physical. progress to allocation and financ
ing, the Report ·reveals intrinsi~ failings .and "sound reasons for
expecting them to continue or worsen. With an optimism worthy
of Candide it sugarcoats each with a set of rationalisations, thereby
blunting its serviceability to outside critics. The rationalisations
are equally destructive of its impact· in spotlighting the need for
priority attention to reformulating and implementing development
policy.

In Western Nigeria, N.N'.D.P. officials prefer to travel in' certain
"less enthusiastic" areas escorted by truckloads of armed party
" guards". Last summer, a party of these convoying Deputy
Premier Fanyi-Kayode attacked the flying squad of the Nigerian
Federal Police (Western section) sent out in response- to reports of
violence. Both the Western Regional government. and the cou'rts
severely reprimanded the police for daring to halt three truckloads
of these armed thugs in order to make inquiries inter alia about
the presence of an unexplained corpse. The police were forced to
apologise and to give promises of future" good behaviour."

The crisis of national confidence and self respect has deepened
rapidly over the past eighteen months. Nigeria's press is full of
loud and even desperate \-vords about the loss of the confident self.
respect with which the press had greeted Nigeria's nationhood in
1960. The most telling-and popular-of Soyinka's sketches is a
Nigerian version of " The Vicar of Bray" with a range of " estab
lishment" figures. One, dressed as a high court judge, carols his
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cO,mment on recent politic'l.l.trials: "The m~n.were doomed from.,
the start. So why· should I' give a judicial f . . . . . for the rape of
our constitution? "

The most shattering blow~_ to. self-respect h"ve come -in foreign
policy. In 1960 Jaja Wachuku Iwas a ~orceful, if perhaps .rather,·
wild, critic of foreign intervention in the Congo and especially of.
Union Miniere's "Tshombistan". In December 1964, Wachuku
with equal. fervour, cham;pi~ned the, Sta,nleyville;. " mercy " 'op~ra-' ,
tion including the ma~s ~illings run by Surete .Chief Nendako ,as
well as defending DIthless mercenaries. Since then Nigeriap foreign
policy_ has become a cac<?phony of discordant vp~ces:· with. a ten- ,
dency to drift towards' th~leade~ship of Abidjan and President
Felix Houphouet-Boigny, France's· de facto Minister of State for
African Affairs. Tl;1is trend 'was only halted in regard to the Abidjan .
attempt t~ organise a boycott of the c~ming .O.A.U. Accra summit
by the vehement personal intervention of .President J\zikiwe. , ,

To sketch the economic crisis apd the social and politica~ system,
from 'which it springs is easier than to predict what Will happen.
The crisis will probably deepen and be patched over with shoddy,.
short run expedients. Both the' Nigerians and the foreign observers
seem overcome by a feeling.of gloom and helplessne'ss. . .,.'

Concern, insight and anger exist in good measure. Amongst~he'

grimly determined young intellectuals, who provicie D;l0st of the
drive in the Action Group, and the voters of the sul(en Northem
city of Ilorin, who ignored political threats and. elected an inde
pendent in preference to a Federal, Minister, profound discontent
with the present and the desire for radical change exist. What is
lacking is any vision of practicable means for effecting radical
changes, or any coherent strategy. ,

The general strike, the UGPA boycott, the "'solution" to the
subsequent constitutional crisis, all highlight the absence of any co
ordinated plan for radical socio~political changes, either by negotia
tion from strength or by revolution. They also reveal a hopeless
faith in the usefulness of ad hoc negotiations on specifics and .a
tendency to compromise with the establishment in a ·way which
leaves the latter's power intact and throws popular suspicion on the
radicals who accept the sops-i.e. jobs-offered. Indeed the chief
weapon of the Northern People's Congress at the Federal level
has been the systematic creation of differences among,· and compro
mising offers for, its opponents.

In the North it can, and does, rule by repression. In the South
it cannot and must ensure that its opponents fail to turn their dis-'
satisfaction and contempt for a Federal government, which is no-t
feared, into an effective force' for radical change. Sir Ahmadu
Bello and his lieutenants are deeply conservative and authoritarian,
but their appearance of feudal anachronism masks the shrewdest,
most cynically realistic and ruthlessly effective political operators,
in Nigeria. No Southern· politician has proved a match for them
because the N.P.C., unlike the Southerners, has planned ahead and"
played to win, either by manipulating players-as in the creation
of .t\vo "coalition" governmcnts-or by changing the rules.

IT IS NOT ONLY the N.P.C. 'and the compromised, divided officials
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who lack a coherent; long term strategy. Intellectuals and trade
unionists are no more united or clear ,about what they want., The
tiny, noisy parties of the far left have slogans of beguiling simpli
city: "Neo-colonialism is the root of all evil", (( ,We are not truly
independent"~ Unfortunately, these tend to divert attention and
serve as rationalisations of failure. '

Certainly, :Nigeria's political chiss,'is :closely linked "With 'foreign
economic interests and is" hecoming increasingly attuned to Ameri
can, British, and French views in its foreign policy -and, in domestic
affairs, concerned with the creation of opportUnities for' private
gain, for foreigners as well as Nigerians, even at the expense of
public welfare. However, foreign- " teleguiding " is too'simple and
misleading an explanation. Today; Nigerian rulers act on what they
see as' their own interests. Given their links with foreign interests
-and their careful colonial tutelage- as a "safe " successor elite
it is not surprising that 'Nigerian ideology; foreign 'and domestic
policy seem more Western than African~

Neo-colonialism, in "the sense of economic dominance and ideo
logical and political influence on key issues, is a real problem in
all African states. The first condition for facing it must surely be
government by men whose interests and sympathies are in tune
with those of the vast majority of tne population. The problem
will not be solved by launching denunciations and attacks on indi
vidual foreign interests and countries.

The sense of depression, amo'ngst those concerned with Nigeria's
future is only' intensified by contrasting what "might be" with
what is. Nigeria isa land of great but unfulfilled potential and
promise.

Many African states are hopelessly tiny and desperately short of
natural resources. Nigeria has an impressive array of resources, a
not inconsiderable infrastructure, 'substantial sources of domestic
revenue, and a national market' which could sustain a far bolder
development policy than the present Plan, much less the present
policy, envisages. ,

Trained, ~nd able men are' scarce everywhere in Africa, but
Nigeria's skilled manpower 'resources are by no means negligible.
The University of Ibadan, for example, has not one but five able
Nigerian economists. Nigeria's best civil servants are outstanding
by any standards (e.g. Chief Adebo's performance at the United
Nations; and Amos Adelola's as Acting Secretary General of the
O.A.U.'s Research and Scientific 'Commission). Nigerian journal
ists are at times quite outstanding.' In the political sphere, Premier
Michael Okpara of the East and Premier Dennis Osadebey of the
Midwest display integrity, determination and vision, despite the_
hampering nature of the system they operate' in. The radical intel
lectuals of the Action Group, such as Sam Aluko, and the many
civil servants and university faculty members who are deeply con
cerned -but politically alienated would be capable of providing
ideas and dynamism, if the opportunity arose'.

Whether it will is another Inatter. Today 'there are feu' signs of
serious reform or revolution. Deepening econo1nic misery f014 the
~'ast majonety and an increasingly shaky surface prosperity for the
political class is the most reasonable prognostication. Nigeria's
crisis is not basically economic; it is the result of socio-political
bankruptcy and it cannot be solved by the present wielders of
political power)' who are, the beneficiaries of the system. e
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The Road
WQlE SOYINKA

First produced 'by Stage Sixty at Theatre, Royal, Stratford East~ in
September 1965, as part~f the Commonwealth Arts Festival.,

This play is set in a Nigerian city, in a broken-down shack alongside a
church. The shack is the meeting place of drivers and drivers' touts, and to
it also'co'mes the 'Profe~sor',an ex-:lay preacher who embezzted church
funds,'was discovered and expelled~The 'Professor' is' afigure of undefined
authority among the layabouts; attended by a shadow servant,. he ,forges
licences, advises the drivers aboutthei,r personal problems and spends his
energies seeking for the ·Word'. Although the smell of death scents the
whole play, it contains ~any scenes that demonstrate Soyinka's great gift
for comic dialogue,. Paper 6s 6d net -

Three Plays: Song of a goat
The Masq uerade, The Raft
JOHN PEPPER C~ARK

These plays by the Nigerian playwright are set in the Delta region, and are
written in verse. Song, of a Goat and The Masquerade were produced
at the Scala_ Theatre~London, by The Eastern Nigeria Theatre
Group, as part of the ,Commonwealth Arts Festival of 1965. Paper
7s 6d net

Rhythm of Violence
L. NKOSI

This is a three-act play set in this decade in Johannesburg. It deals in dra
matic terms with the clash personally and ideologically, between white and
black, and with some of the problems of non-racial co-operation. Paper 5s
net

Dear Parent and ',Og re
R. SARIF ,EASMON

This is a play about conHicts, not between black and white, but between the
old generation and the-young, between traditional class distinction and
modern cla'sslessne$s. It won first prize in the Sierra Leone Independence
Drama Competition in 1961. Paper 5s net

Sons and Daughters
J. C. DE GRAFT

The author is director of Ghana Drama Studio. He was-for a time a lecturer
atthe old Kumasi College of Technology. He has written several plays, a
number of which have been publicly performed in Accra. The play deals
with family life and the tensions that resultfrom the clash of two different
generations. Paper 4s 6d net
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